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Abstract
The current understanding of cognitive development rests on the premise that infants
can individuate objects early on. However, the so-called object-first account faces
severe difficulties explaining extant empirical findings in object individuation tasks
while alternative, more parsimonious explanations are available. In this paper, we
assume that children start as feature-thinkers without being able to individuate objects
and show how this ability can be learned by thinkers who do not already implic-
itly possess the notion of an object. Based on Tugendhat’s ideas on the relation
between singular terms and object reference, we argue that spatial indexicals com-
prise the fundamental means of object individuation and describe how feature thinkers
might acquire the complex substitutional system of spatial indexicals. In closing, two
accounts of object cognition that do not rely on symbolic capacities, namelyPylyshyn’s
FINST indexes and Burge’s perceptual objectivity, are critically discussed.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, much progress has been made in our understanding of infant cogni-
tive development. We know more about mechanisms supporting the development of
intuitive physics (Baillargeon et al., 2009, 2012; Mascalzoni et al., 2013; Wang &
Goldman, 2016), the development of number cognition (Carey, 2004, 2009; Cheung
et al., 2017; Sarnecka & Carey, 2008; Schaeffer et al., 1974), the role of cooperation in
the development of linguistic and ethical behaviour (Nucci &Gingo, 2010; Tomasello,
2021; Tomasello & Gonzalez-Cabrera, 2017), and how infants come to think about
others and their mental states (Blijd-Hoogewys & van Geert, 2017; Sodian & Kris-
ten, 2010; Wellman, 2011). Another central theme of early cognitive development
research is infants’ ability to individuate objects (Spelke, 1985, 1988; Xu & Carey,
1996; Wilcox & Baillargeon, 1998; Van de Walle et al., 2000; Santos et al., 2002; Xu
et al., 2004; Xu & Baker, 2005; Mendes et al., 2008; Yoon et al., 2008; Futó et al.,
2010; Stavans et al., 2019). Object individuation is seen as the cornerstone of chil-
dren’s ontologies (Moore et al., 1978; Wynn, 1992; Spelke et al., 1995; Xu & Carey,
1996; Hespos & Rochat, 1997; Wilcox & Baillargeon, 1998; Aguiar & Baillargeon,
1999; Van deWalle et al., 2000; Cacchione & Rakoczy, 2017; Cacchione et al., 2020),
plays a central role in empirical research on cognitive development (as evidenced by
Lin et al., 2022) and in philosophical debates about propositional thought (Bermúdez,
2007), objectivity (Burge, 2010), and cognitive development (Butterfill, 2020).

In the developmental debate, objects are conceptualised as cohesive entities that
move continuously through space and time (Cacchione & Rakoczy, 2017; Carey,
2009).1 Based on empirical findings, the received view maintains that infants have
a notion of objects from around 9 months. The paradigmatic experiments appar-
ently showing that infants individuate objects involve two occluders. From behind
the occluders, two objects that look alike appear and disappear subsequently without
passing the gap between the occluders. When the occluders are lifted, infants display
surprise when only one object is behind one of the occluders. This is interpreted as
showing that infants understand that the object could not have passed the gap between
the occluders, meaning that they understand that objects move through space con-
tinuously. Problematically, this "object-first" account runs into difficulties accounting
for the empirical evidence—because infants do not develop appropriate expectations
when experimental conditions are only slightly changed. For instance, infants do not
expect to see two objects behind one occluder when these objects are balls of different
sizes and colours that were not simultaneously perceived. Stavans et al. (2019) attempt
to explain infants’ individuation failures within the object-first account by invoking
two cognitive systems—a physical reasoning system and an object file system—and
errors resulting from failed attempts at integrating the output of these systems. How-
ever, Stavans et al. overlook that the explanatory burden is almost exclusively carried

1 We focus on concrete objects and leave abstract objects out of our consideration.Human thinkers encounter
spatiotemporal objects before learning about abstract objects. Therefore, to understand how we acquire to
individuate objects, we need to understand how we learn to individuate spatiotemporal objects. Also, note
that the individuation of abstract objects requires quite sophisticated linguistic capacities; see Quine (1974)
for a suggestion of how reference to objects tout court (including abstract objects) is acquired.
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by only one of the hypothesised cognitive systems, namely the physical reasoning sys-
tem, which processes featural information. Moreover, an alternative interpretation of
the challenging data is available that is simpler, more parsimonious, and theoretically
well-grounded (Hildebrandt et al., 2020, 2022).

According to this alternative view, infants cannot refer to selfsame entities that per-
sist over time (i.e., objects) at the outset of their cognitive development. Instead, infants
discriminate features and form expectations about feature patterns (e.g., Cohen et al.,
2002). Reference to objects is then associated with specific linguistic capabilities—in
particular, with the acquisition of terms that refer to one and only one thing, i.e., sin-
gular terms (Tugendhat, 2016/1976; Hinzen & Sheehan, 2015; Hildebrandt & Glauer,
2022, 2023; Hinzen &Mattos, 2023). Identifying objects as the same across time and
space is mastered only with these terms. Moreover, the first singular terms used ref-
erentially are spatial indexicals (Tugendhat, 2016/1976; Glauer & Hildebrandt, 2022;
Hildebrandt & Glauer, 2022, 2023).

If this hypothesis is correct, an object-involving ontology develops relatively late in
ontogeny and only with mastery of certain natural language forms, marking a funda-
mental transition from an initially pre-propositional stage to propositional thinking. In
many cases, there appear to be pre-propositional capacities that look like their accom-
plished propositional forms when exhibited in a given situation, but the cognitive
system is nonetheless overall confronted with characteristic limitations. For instance,
the acquisition of object individuation should guarantee the situation independence
of meaning, allow for the distinction between truth and falsehood, and enable human
beings to think about possibilities. Singular reference would give rise to the develop-
ment of predication, the powerful logical tool of quantification, and form the basis for
attributing beliefs and desires (for a conceptualisation of these connections, see Hilde-
brandt & Glauer, 2022). The acquisition of singular terms would transform the initial
cognitive capacities into their propositional forms. In a similar vein and from a prag-
matic point of view, Rubio-Fernandez (2021) argues that theory of mind development
builds on establishing situations of joint attention, which is driven by the linguistic
capacity to understand spatial indexicals.

Spatial indexicals comprise several distinguishable semantic features acquired
between 3 and 7 years of age (Chu & Minai, 2018; de Villiers & de Villiers, 1973;
Webb&Abrahamson, 1976).While the theoretical connection between singular terms
and object reference and the alternative interpretation of empirical findings on object
individuation are developed in the literature, a detailed account is still lacking of
how creatures, if they do not yet possess the notion of an object, can learn to refer
to objects via the acquisition of singular terms. Such an account would show that,
under the assumption that children start as feature-based thinkers, the acquisition of
spatial indexicals is sufficient for object reference. Under the same assumption, an
argument that feature-based thinkers could only learn object reference via acquiring
spatial indexicals would show the necessity of spatial indexicals for object reference.

In this article, we want to start from the assumption that infants (and other non-
linguistic creatures) lack a conception of objects. From there, we want to show how
the ability to refer to objects can be learned via the acquisition of a system of inter-
defined spatial indexicals by thinkers who do not already possess the notion of an
object and give some initial credibility to the claim that spatial indexicals are also
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necessary. In Sect. 2, we present the assumption that children begin their cognitive
development without grasping selfsame entities, i.e., objects. We aim to make this
assumption plausible but will not argue for it here. Section 3 elucidates Tugendhat’s
(2016/1976) ideas on the relation between singular terms and object reference and
argues that spatial indexicals comprise the fundamental means of singular reference.
Assuming that children set out as feature-based thinkers, Sect. 4 shows that learning a
system of inter-defined spatial indexicals is sufficient for acquiring object reference.
Section 5 suggests that it might also be necessary by showing that two prominent
attempts to explain object cognition without recurrence to language capacities fail:
Pylyshyn’s FINST indexes (Pylyshyn, 2001, 2007) and Burge’s perceptual objectivity
(Burge, 2009b, 2010). Section 6 sums up.

2 Inhabiting a world without objects

Let us assume that young children—and other non-linguistic creatures—are unable
to refer to selfsame entities that persist over time (objects) (Strawson, 1959; Quine,
1960, 1974; Tugendhat, 2016/1976, seeCohen et al., 2002, for howperception could be
structuredwithout reference to objects). Thismeans that these creatures inhabit aworld
with an ontology that strongly differs from our own. They can discriminate between
features and clusters of features and form expectations about changes in features and
clusters of features. However, they lack the idea that these feature clusters belong
to entities that are selfsame, that is, have identity criteria. Two ordinary objects, for
instance, cannot be in the same place at the same time; and any object must take a
continuous path through space.

Note that the claim being made is not about perceptual binding. We do not maintain
that infants cannot discriminate clusters of features on several perceptual dimensions
and learn which combinations of patterns are to be expected. It is uncontroversial
that young infants (not to mention animals) can do this. They also “classify” features,
feature changes, and feature interactions according to similarities and differences,
attend and react appropriately to changes in their environment, and successfully predict
the outcomes of their interactions with things. From the neurotypical human adult’s
point of view, feature patterns and feature changes are usually correlated with objects.
Thus, according to the proposed picture, young infants can adjust their behaviour to
what we call objects without themselves structuring their sensual input into objects.
The claim is that infants do not represent those feature patterns based on identity
criteria for selfsame entities: as spatiotemporally individuated objects, identifiable as
the same over time—not even briefly and in the immediate surrounding.

Significantly, infants could still use “classification terms” to refer to features and
feature clusters in a world without objects. A child would grasp a particular ball, for
example, not as a particular individual that persists through space and time but as a
ball-like pattern of features. The child would still interact with the ball in ways that
she would not interact with other non-ball feature clusters—for example, by using
the classification term ’ball.’ Nonetheless, while to an adult observer, the child would
seem to be referring to an object, the child’s interpretation of the world would not
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contain objects. The young child would experience only (relatively stable) clusters of
features.

Themaindifferencebetween a feature-basedontology and anobject-basedontology
is that the former lacks the idea of (token) identity. Agents inhabiting a feature-based
worldwould experience similarities and differences between features.Thus, they could
grasp that apples look and taste alike and are different from strawberries. They could
also act on (what for us are) objects based on prior experience of how some perceptual
patterns predict others. Thus, suppose that an infant wanted to stroke a cat. Based
on her prior experience with cats, the infant might predict how an overall feature
pattern containing a cat-shaped cluster of features would likely change. It might then
successfully anticipate how it would have to behave to stroke “the” cat.

Nonetheless, if it could do this successfully, her considerations would not involve
whether the cat-shaped feature cluster is selfsame. In a feature-based ontology, non-
objectual thinkers would lack a grasp of token identity—for example, whether the cat
I saw some seconds ago is or is not the same cat as the one in front of me now. Since
such thoughts are not part of a feature-based thinker’s mindset, questions about token
identity do not arise, irrespective of whether objects leave the perceptual environment
(e.g., in occlusion or containment events) or stay within the perceptual environment.
The ability to ask oneself questions about identity (about the selfsameness of objects)
would come only later. In Tugendhat’s view, which we shall introduce shortly, this
could happen only with the mastery of singular terms. In particular, object individua-
tion requires the development of an intersubjective spatiotemporal coordinate system
within which objects can be located.

For feature-based thinkers, other questions also do not arise. If we think about a
particular apple, we can wonder what that apple was like before we got it, how it
might have changed throughout its existence, and what the future has in store for it.
However, these thoughts become possible only when we can think about objects—that
is, as things located in space and persisting over time. Entities that move in and out of
an agent’s experience—for example, by leaving the agent’s visual field before return-
ing—would not be experienced as coming and going, for the question of whether the
returning individual was the same as the one that left would not arise. To paraphrase
Strawson (1959), a cat that left the scene and then returned might motivate the feature-
based thinker to think "More cat" but not to think "The cat is back." To understand
movement, one needs to understand identity and vice versa. Whatever is to be under-
stood as moving must minimally be conceptualised as selfsame. Without a notion
of identity, one could notice only processes of feature change. As with individuals
who leave and return to a scene, locations inside and outside a feature-based thinker’s
experiential situation are not seen as selfsame locations. Thus, feature-based thinkers
might revisit what for us are the same places and even navigate complex environments
confidently to reach them—as when, for example, chimpanzees revisit the same high-
yield fruit trees using direct routes indicative of planned travel (Normand & Boesch,
2009; Normand et al., 2009). Nevertheless, these individuals would not conceptualise
particular locations. These agents would not conceive of themselves as returning to the
same area but would merely return to scenes marked by familiar features. Thus, as in
the cat example above, chimpanzees returning to a particular fruit tree might entertain
a thought analogous to "More fruit tree" but not "Here is that good tree again". Data
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indicating that chimpanzees use Euclidean maps to navigate a forest, approaching the
same trees from several different directions (Normand & Boesch, 2009), would then
need to be re-interpreted as further evidence that chimpanzees track and respond to
stable patterns of features from different vantage points—which themselves need to
be conceptualised as feature patterns.

A world without objects would then be marked by very different conceptions of
what we think of as movement, objects, time, and space. Very young children might
track feature changes, and outcomes of previously experienced feature interactions
could be predicted by detecting statistical regularities and sequential dependencies,
but such children would not track objects.

Following Tugendhat (2016/1976), Hildebrandt et al. (2022) have argued that the
ability to grasp objects develops in ontogeny together with children’s acquisition of
a spatiotemporal coordinate system which provides identity criteria for objects. Fur-
thermore, this spatiotemporal coordinate system is developmentally associated with
learning to use special terms, namely singular terms. These terms permit their users
to track objects as tokens over time because the usage rules of basic singular terms
(spatial indexicals) evoke the acquisition of a spatiotemporal identification system. If
this is right, then if wewant to understand how infants and other feature-based thinkers
structure their environment and the transition of infant- to adult-like ways of thinking,
an account of the foundations and development of object reference should be given.

Overall, there are two general ways in which object reference may depend on the
acquisition of singular referring terms: First, it could be the case that by learning to
master singular referring terms, assumed feature-based thinking infants can acquire
the notions they lack—let us call this the Sufficiency Claim. To make a compelling
case for this claim, one would need to show (1) how a speaker can come to grasp
the existence of objects through the use of singular terms and (2) how a feature-based
thinker could learn to use singular terms. The Sufficiency Claim does not preclude that
mastering singular referring terms is the only way for assumed feature-based thinking
infants to acquire object reference. There may be alternative ways—including non-
verbal ones—to acquire an understanding of objects. We will argue for the Sufficiency
Claim in the next section.

Second, it could be the case that only through the mastery of singular referring
terms could assumed feature-based thinkers come to understand the notions of token
identity, objects, space, and time—let us call this the Necessity Claim. To argue for
this claim, one would need to demonstrate (3) that the spatiotemporal coordinates that
provide identity criteria necessary for object individuation are missing without the
particular system of singular terms. We cannot argue for this claim here. By showing
that two prominent non-verbal accounts of object reference fail, we aim to give initial
credence to the Necessity Claim.

3 Singular terms and object cognition

Spelling out the relation betweenobject cognition and singular referencewas the aimof
many twentieth-century analytic philosophers (cf. Russell, 1905, 1956; Searle, 1958;
Strawson, 1959; Quine, 1960; Donnellan, 1966; Tugendhat, 2016/1976; Kripke, 1980;
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Evans, 1982). Russell, who sought to understand reference by explaining the func-
tion of proper names, concluded that the "ambiguous proper name" ’this’ is the only
logically proper name that refers directly.He concluded that all references to spatiotem-
poral objects must be demonstratively-perceptually grounded by a demonstrative act,
using the demonstrative term "this" to give momentary names (Russell, 1905, 1956).
Like Russell, Strawson (1959) pointed out that reference to objects relies on demon-
stratives, but in contrast, he focused on the specific indexicality of demonstratives:
While for Russell, the term-object-relation does not reach beyond the particular use of
a demonstrative, Strawson characterised identification as resulting from demonstrative
acts which fix referents in the context of speaker-utterances by locating them in the
surrounding space. Like Russell and Strawson, Tugendhat argues for the importance of
demonstratives when referring to objects. However, he goes further still by elucidating
a system of spatiotemporal relations that is not only fixed by using a demonstrative in
a particular perceptual situation but by using a system of inter-defined demonstrative
terms (Tugendhat, 2016/1976). Following this line of thought, singular referring terms
play a pivotal role in thinking about objects (also cf. Perry, 1979).

Tugendhat (2016/1976), in particular, argues that the ability to track individual
objects comes only with the mastery of singular referring terms. Moreover, he argues,
acquiring these terms is made possible by mastering pairs of indexicals like ’here’
and ’there’ and ’this’ and ’that’. Tugendhat’s crucial premise about the origins of
object reference derives directly from his understanding of what it takes to refer to
objects and to understand the use of an object-referring term. He builds on the distinc-
tion between classification expressions and singular terms and notes that the former
may have uses that do not require reference to objects. With classification expres-
sions, speakers (including infants) can classify clusters of features—as when an infant
reaches for an object and calls out "Ball!" or "Blue!" or points to something and says,
"Want that!" Since these language uses are consistent with a merely feature-based
ontology, their use is insufficient to demonstrate singular reference.

Singular thought requires being able, in principle, to give a satisfactory answer to the
question, "Which one (out of all) is it?".A satisfactory answer to this question forestalls
the follow-up question, "Ok, but which one is that?". Because non-spatiotemporal def-
inite descriptions would always leave open the possibility that several objects satisfy
the description, according to Tugendhat, no non-spatiotemporal definite description
alone could provide a satisfactory answer to this question.2 This means that to indi-
viduate an object, one must, in principle, be able to pick it out from all other objects
by specifying its location in space and time. A cognitive system needs access to a
background system of spatiotemporal coordinates that provides the criteria by which
objects can be uniquely identified.

2 Tugendhat identifies four ways in which adults use language to refer to objects:

1. By an indexical demonstrative expression (‘this book’, ‘this mountain’)
2. By a description of spatiotemporal relations (‘the mountain situated at these coordinates’)
3. By other unique relations to something that is already identified (‘the murderer of Mr. Maier’)
4. By unique properties (e.g. ‘the highest mountain’).

Tugendhat claims that reference types (2), (3), and (4) ultimately all lead back to (1) because only an
indexical demonstrative expression answers the question "Which object is it?" with sufficient clarity that
any follow-up questions would be senseless.
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It is this conclusion that forms the background for Tugendhat’s developmental
claim. A mature system of reference and singular thought, which is itself required for
object reference, requires the acquisition of an objective spatiotemporal framework for
locating objects unambiguously in space. Tugendhat argues that the first stages of such
a framework are acquired via developing an intersubjective coordinate system. Such
an intersubjective coordinate system is established by mastering pairs of indexical
terms. While feature-thinkers use terms like ’that’ and ’here’, their use of these terms
is consistent with a feature-based ontology and thus insufficient for mastering the use
of indexical terms. The meaning of indexicals is not exhausted by their referent in a
given perceptual situation. Themeaning of ’this’, for instance, is only fully understood
by a speaker who grasps that the object denoted for her by the word ’this’ would be
referred to by ’that’ for her interlocutor. The perceptual situation in which ’this’ is
used contrasts with another situation in which the same object is referred to by saying
’that’. This basic substitutability of demonstratives is part of their meaning. If one
does not know that ’this’ is systematically substitutable with ’that’, one does not grasp
the meaning of either. In Tugendhat’s words:

[I]t is the demonstrative expression itself which refers beyond the situation in
the requisite manner by being used in such a way that one knows that it can
be replaced by other deictic expressions if the same thing is referred to from
another situation. (Tugendhat, 2016/1976, p. 343, original emphasis)

Tugendhat argues that this kind of term substitution principle incorporates a basic
idea of object identity over different situations by providing a very elementary spa-
tiotemporal frame of reference. This frame of reference should not be conceived as
an elaborate, say, Cartesian coordinate system. There is no need to fix an allocentric
origin nor a need for the axes to be scaled. Only an ’ordinal’ space is required in which
the overall pattern of relations is preserved by the ’metric’ provided by the substitution
conditions of ’here’ and ’there’—that is, a system of situative points in space. This
very simple term-substitution-based coordinate system gives identity criteria for the
individuation of objects.

Thus, the critical claim of Tugendhat’s argument is that the spatiotemporal frame
of reference that adult humans use to refer to objects emerges from the mastery of
spatial indexicals. Tugendhat attempts to show that this system of substitutable terms
is a constitutive element of an objective spatiotemporal coordinate system3; and that
it provides the first identity criteria for objects. Such identity criteria are needed for
any reference to objects—with and without language.

In Tugendhat’s view, grasping those term substitutions is only the first step in a
two-step developmental process. After establishing an indexical-based intersubjective
systemof reference grounded in indexical substitution, in the second stage of the devel-
opmental process, local and temporal points of this intersubjective coordinate system

3 It might be argued that infants use and understand declarative pointing well before spatial indexicals
are learned and that they can thereby refer to objects before learning demonstratives. However, note that
declarative pointing gestures accompanying early triangulations cannot fulfil the substitution function of
spatial indexicals. While their function to signal directions might be crucial for human communication
(and for developing spatial indexicals), they do not mark different distances, nor can pointing gestures be
substituted for each other as they are not systematically distinct.
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are supplemented by other spatiotemporal descriptions. This culminates in an objec-
tive system of coordinates for locating objects in space—for example, in the form of
longitude and latitude coordinates—and an objective system for marking time. Thus,
to develop a full-fledged object concept, one needs to supplement the intersubjective
localisation system with an objective one. To this end, Tugendhat further attributes a
significant role in identifying objects to descriptions that function to locate an object.
While the first stage is mastered when an agent can use linked pairs of indexicals inter-
changeably, the second stage is mastered when those can be substituted for objective
localising definite descriptions.

4 Learning to use spatiotemporal indexicals

The previous section leaves unexplained how someonewho cannot individuate objects
could learn to use singular terms. However, if infants are feature-based thinkers and
if object reference is possible for those who have mastered singular reference, and
singular reference requires the grasp of an objective spatiotemporal system of coordi-
nates, then—if Tugendhat’s view is to be viable—it must be possible to acquire a grasp
of this coordinate system without yet understanding either objects or singular refer-
ence. After discussing empirical findings on how children learn spatial indexicals, this
section describes a possible developmental trajectory from feature-based term usage
to an intersubjective spatiotemporal coordinate system by spatial indexical term use.

Spatial indexicals are among the first words that children use in their early language
production, being often the first noncontent words used together with pointing gestures
(Clark & Sengul, 1978; Diessel, 2006; Diessel & Monakhov, 2022; González-Peña,
2020; Kita, 2003). They appear in pairs marking a distance contrast (“this”/“that”)
and are language universal (e.g., Diessel, 2006; but cf. Levinson et al., 2018). Across
languages, children’s use of demonstratives decreases with age while other types of
spatial referring terms become more frequent, suggesting that early demonstrative use
expresses an initial frame of reference (Diessel &Monakhov, 2022). Spatial indexicals
are seen as providing a conceptual frame of reference emerging prior to all other frames
(Tanz, 1980).

While those terms are among the first and most used words in early childhood,
studies revealed that children’s comprehension of spatial indexicals is not adult-like
(Chu&Minai, 2018; Clark& Sengul, 1978; González-Peña, 2020;Webb&Abraham-
son, 1976). Clark and Sengul (1978) and González-Peña (2020) agree that the relative
distance feature of spatial indexicals—‘this’ is closer to the speaker than ‘that’—is
learned around age four or five. However, de Villiers and de Villiers (1973) argue that
children are able to understand spatial indexical terms at 3 years of age, while Webb
and Abrahamson (1976) found that it is only comprehended by children at the age
of seven (also cf. Gonzalez-Peña et al., 2020). In a comparative study with English-
and Mandarin-speaking children, Chu and Minai (2018) found that comprehension of
demonstratives is above chance around children’s fifth birthday but is still non-adult-
like in 6-year-olds. Overall, extant empirical findings are inconclusive as to the exact
age range at which different semantic features of spatial indexicals are acquired. To
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our knowledge, no study has addressed the age at which children can substitute spatial
indexicals.

Linguistic research on spatial indexicals and psychological research on joint atten-
tion provide evidence that spatial indexicals constitute a universal class of expressions
that is of fundamental significance for cognition (Diessel, 2014). In a similar vein,
Castañeda (1966, 1968), Kaplan (1989), and Perry (2000) have highlighted the essen-
tial role of indexicals in language and thought. According to them, sentences involving
indexical expressions are not reducible to sentences without indexicals. Additionally,
Martin and Hinzen (2014) and Hinzen and Sheehan (2015) have argued that index-
icals have no lexical content but are entirely defined by the "grammar of their use".
In particular, when pronouns are used indexically, they express reference without the
help of lexical content—something no nominal ever does (Chomsky, 2000; Martin &
Hinzen, 2014; Hinzen & Sheehan, 2015, p. 173). Learning those context-specific rules
poses challenges that do not arise for learning the meaning of expressions with lexical
content. The latter seems easier because what the term refers to is speaker-independent
and stays constant. For instance, ’cat’ refers to anything that looks cat-like irrespective
of who utters it. As a result, it might suffice to associate the sound pattern ’cat’ with
cat-like feature patterns for primary mastery of the term. On the other hand, learning
indexicals requires that one learn that the feature pattern an indexical expression refers
to on a given occasion does not fix the future reference of the same term. The meaning
of ’here’ and ’there’ involves a pattern of substitutions that differs from non-indexical
expressions. To understand their meaning, one must grasp that the positions of speak-
ers and their interlocutors determine reference and that different terms must be used to
refer to the same thing depending on speakers’ relative positions. What is here for one
speaker is there for another. Thus, the meaning of spatial indexicals is not exhausted
by any object-specific or person-specific feature pattern correlation. The only other
kind of feature pattern correlation available for learning holds among symbols.

Here is how feature-based thinkers can begin to learn rules for using indexicalswith-
out yet understanding their substitutional and spatiotemporal character: they might
start by interpreting spatial indexicals as reachability classifications relative to speak-
ers. Speakers can be grasped in the form of feature patterns, just like other features in
one’s environment that are associated with what, for us, are objects. And reachability
can be grasped as a feature configuration that allows for specific feature interactions.
Roughly speaking, reachability might be understood as an expectation about the possi-
ble interactions between hand features and features of the nearby environment. Nearby
features could thus be understood as “reachable”, and a preliminary understanding of
the indexical ’here’ could be achieved accordingly. For example, when uttered by a
speaker, ’here’ could be understood as ’reachable-for-the-speaker’. Correspondingly,
’there’ would be understood as ’unreachable-for-the-speaker’ (Coventry et al., 2008,
2014; Rocca et al., 2019).

Were a feature-based thinker asked, "Please, give me that spoon there", they might
disambiguate between different aspects of their sensory scene containing spoon feature
patterns by determining spoon feature patterns that are unreachable-for-the-speaker
and handing one over to fulfil the request. Thereby, a feature pattern (the spoon) is cor-
related with a speaker in a manner that could support the interpretation of utterances
evenwithout knowledgeof the substitution rules governing the use of indexicals.Under
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the assumption that young children are feature-based thinkers, their ability tomemorise
and react to others’ expressed goals even when these are not shared—as demonstrated
in so-called helping experiments (Warneken & Tomasello, 2007)—shows that associ-
ating features and persons is possible for feature-based thinkers.

While the feature pattern associated with ’this here’ might be interpreted based
on reachability, this initial reachability sense of spatial indexicals is bound to the
speakers when uttering a spatial indexical. The speaker feature patterns for whom the
reachability of another feature pattern is determined correspond to specific speakers.
They are not initially generalised to what would be reachable for anyone from a given
position. Positions cannot yet be discerned. However, children observe that the speaker
for whom the feature pattern associated with “this here” is reachable might change
her position, and another speaker might take her place. As a result, “this here” can
neither be interpreted based on object-feature correlations (anything could be here)
nor based on person-feature correlations (anyone could be here). This disconnects the
use of “here” and “there” from any direct association between features and symbols.

In effect, in combination with the quasi-predicative use of classificatory terms (that
are associatedwith feature patterns), the feature-independent use of “here” and “there”
leads to striking difficulties: For a feature thinker, conversations of the following
form appear to violate the usage rules for affirmatives. Ava: “Could you hand me the
spoon over there?” Karim: “Do you mean this one here?" Ava: "Yes, that one there."
While utterances involving indexicals like ’here’ and ’there’ might be interpreted in a
preliminary way using the reachability rules described above, these rules would give
rise to puzzling interpretations that seem to diverge from how affirmation is ordinarily
usedwith non-indexical, quasi-predicative terms. For example, the above conversation
would be understood as a transition from << Give + spoon-feature + unreachable-for-
Ava >> via << spoon-feature + reachable-for-Karim? >> to << Yes + spoon-feature
+ unreachable-for-Ava >>. For a feature-based thinker, this conversation would have
to be interpreted analogously to a non-indexical quasi-predicative sentence similar to:
“Could you hand me the water?” “The juice?” “Yes, the water.” Tensions that arise
from such improbable interpretations should motivate feature-thinkers to search for a
better basis for interpreting exchanges that involve indexical substitution.

The lack of stable feature-symbol associations highlights the replacement rules for
symbols and might impose a purely language-internal (symbol-replacement) meaning
aspect onto ’here’ and ’there’. Under certain circumstances, ’here’ must be replaced
by ’there’. For a feature thinker, ’here’ and ’there’ might be connected to each other,
almost like cat features are connected with the symbol ’cat’. The difference is that, in
the case of ’here’ and ’there’, the correlated features are both symbols. The imposition
of such a symbol-replacement meaning aspect partly disconnects ’here’ and ’there’
from language-external associations.

This language-internal meaning aspect of spatial indexicals leads to the acquisi-
tion of an initial spatial frame of reference that can be understood analogously to
how physical quantities are made accessible through the scientific development of
measurement structures (Mari, 2003, 2005). Measurement consists in assigning ele-
ments of a numerical structure to the elements of an empirical structure in a way that
preserves certain operations on the elements of the empirical structure. For instance,
adding numerical weights corresponds to conjoining masses on a scale. Measurement
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promotes our understanding of the measured quantities insofar as characteristics of
the numerical structure can be “read back” into the empirical structure. Some of the
characteristics of the empirical structure could not be grasped without the develop-
ment of measurements, especially in the case of more theoretically laden quantities
(see Chang, 2007, for a discussion of temperature measurement).

In an analogous way, the symbolic structure consisting of spatial-indexical substitu-
tions comprises themeans to “read back” the characteristics of places into the empirical
structure of feature patterns that are reachable/unreachable-for-speakers. Places relate
in the same way as “here” and “there” are substituted for each other for different
speakers at different “reachability distances” from attended-to feature patterns. The
structure of symbol substitutions provides a relative ordering of places as nearer and
further away. As a result, places are individuated in social interaction by their relative
position in a feature-independent, symbol-based spatial frame of reference.

This story of the acquisition of spatial indexicals and their role in developing a spa-
tial frame of reference is a how-possibly story that shows how children, assuming they
are feature-based thinkers, might acquire spatial indexicals, constituting a fundamen-
tal class of singular terms and providing an initial spatial frame of reference in which
objects can be individuated. Tugendhat (2016/1976) argues that mastering singular
terms suffices for understanding objects. Our how-possibly scenario provides a com-
plementary account of how learning spatial indexicals could suffice to acquire object
reference. The following section discusses whether there might also be non-verbal
paths to this capability.

5 Is there non-verbal object individuation?—Pylyshyn’s FINSTs
and Burge’s perceptual objectivity

Historically, there have been several attempts at explaining how human thinkers come
to understand objects. Like Tugendhat, some researchers argue that the process of
coming to structure one’s environment into objects is bound to one or the other aspect
of linguistic competence (e.g., Davidson, 1963, 2001; Quine, 1960, 1974). Others have
stressed the importance of specific high-level cognitive capacities (Strawson, 1959;
Evans, 1982, see Burge, 2010 for a discussion). More recently, researchers tend to
think that object individuation is a non-verbal process that occurs pre-conceptually
in perception (Burge, 2010; Butterfill, 2020; Leslie et al., 1998; Peacocke, 1992;
Pylyshyn, 2001, 2007). For reasons of scope, we cannot do justice to all available
accounts. A brief discussion of two prominent non-verbal accounts will have to suffice
for motivating the Necessity Claim: Pylyshyn’s object indexes (FINST) and Burge’s
perceptual objectivity account.

According to Pylyshyn’s (2001, 2007) model of visual object tracking, a small
number of objects is individuated by the early visual system by indexing their position
in egocentric space. This ability is non-verbal and said to underlie more sophisticated
capacities to refer to particular objects. Pylyshyn’s account has beenwidely accepted as
a basis for explaining object individuation in recentwork in developmental psychology
and philosophical discussions of the foundations of object individuation (see, e.g.,
Butterfill, 2020, Chap. 6).
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On the other hand, Burge argues against the mentioned classical accounts on the
basis that they over-intellectualise objectivity. For Burge, objectivity results from per-
ceptual constancies, which provide us with the attributives (for colours, shapes, or
locations) that play a role in referring to objects.

However, both accounts presuppose what they want to explain. Pylyshyn assumes
that the environment is structured into objects and that the mind causally latches onto
them. Burge treats spatiotemporal location as if it were akin to any other featural
attribute and thereby presupposes identity outright.

5.1 Object indexes

Pylyshyn (2001, 2007) attempts to answer how the mind connects with the world. The
overall idea is that this connection results from our sensory contact with the things in
our environment. Vision is the investigated case at hand. It is argued that early vision
parses the visual input into sensory particulars, also referred to as individuals or things,
and represents them independently of any of their properties. These representations are
introduced with an analogy. They are said to function like an indefinitely extendable
finger that touches a sensory particular in one’s environment and sticks to it—hence
the illustrative name FINSTs (for FINgers of INSTantiation). There are roughly four
or five such FINSTs in the human early visual system. Pylyshyn argued that FINST
indexes provide a causal link between the mind and the world. They constitute a
foundation for our object individuation and a basis for our object-dependent thoughts.
In his words:

The proposal is that there is in the early visual system a primitive mechanism
that accomplishes two tasks: it individuates things in the visual scene and pro-
vides a direct reference to a small number of them. In this statement, I mean
by "individuates" that the visual system parses the visual world and segregates
things in space and time so they can be treated as enduring individuals. This
entails not only carrying out a figure-ground segregation (which is segregation
in space), but also solving the correspondence problem (which is segregation in
time). By a "direct reference" I mean essentially a demonstrative reference or
an opaque pointer or index (which I have called a FINST) that allows epistemic
access to a small number of the spatially and temporally segregated individuals
without specifying any of their properties. (Pylyshyn, 2007, p. 206, emphasis
added)

Pylyshyn (2007) argues that this kind of demonstrative thought rests on the causal
or nomological dependency of the creation (and maintenance) of a FINST index
on the appearance of an individual (see Pylyshyn, 2007, p. 82). The visual system
respects these individuals’ spatial cohesion by visually segregating a figure from its
background. And by maintaining a FINST over the presence of a sensory particular,
FINSTs respect the temporal endurance of individuals.

Pylyshyn (2007) is cautious to distinguish object individuation and recognition as
understood by philosophers like Strawson (1959) or Quine (1974)—which requires
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high-level conceptual capacities such as a notion of identity—from the ability to indi-
viduate and reidentify sensory particulars perceptually—which is to be nonconceptual
(ibid., p. 53).Moreover, he notes that "the notion of individuating has a narrowermean-
ing here than in the more general context where it refers not only to separating a part of
the visual world from the rest of the clutter (which is roughly what it means here), but
also providing identity criteria for recognitional instances of that individual" (p. 21,
fn 6).

The meaning of “individuating” in the sense of “separating a part of the visual
world from the rest of the clutter” is narrower than the general notion of individuation
insofar as only "under certain conditions (viz., the conditions that allow indexing and
tracking) FINSTs do allow us to individuate and even to reidentify certain sensory
individuals: They allow us to maintain the identity of tracked objects as enduring
individuals" (ibid., p. 53).

According to Pylyshyn, under which conditions the visual system can individuate
and track sensory individuals is an empirical question. For instance, the endpoints of
lines and “objects that appear to liquefy and “pour” from one place to another or that
stretch and slink in wormlike fashion can’t be tracked” (ibid., p. 95 f.). At any rate,
the conditions enabling tracking are not essential to what is tracked. While certain
properties might cause the tokening of an index, these properties are not what the
index refers to. FINSTs refer to the bearers of the properties that cause them to be
tokened (ibid., p. 96).

Importantly, the early visual system “delivers a reference to a selected sensory indi-
vidual (call it x) to which the argument of a predicate can be bound, so that properties
may be subsequently predicated of x—presumably starting with such predicates as
Object(x) or Location(x,L)” (p. 95). Following the philosophical discussion of refer-
ence and description (Perry, 1979; Quine, 1960; Strawson, 1959), Pylyshyn (2007, p.
jj) argues that reference to individuals cannot be a matter of matching descriptions all
the way down. Ultimately, there must be a direct, that is, non-descriptive, reference to
particulars that could fill the argument positions of predicates. Giving an account of
how this direct reference is grounded in perception is the ultimate goal of Pylyshyn’s
book.

In itself, the causal dependency of the tokening of a FINST on an object in the
visual scene does not ensure that the FINST indexes a particular instead of any other
aspect of the visual scene causally involved in creating and maintaining a FINST. The
tokening of a FINST index causally depends on various aspects of the environment,
notably, all features of an object that are causally relevant for the tokening of a FINST
and all intermediate causes. As far as causal dependency is concerned, FINSTs could
index any of these. Alluding to causal dependency does not explain how a FINST index
fixates on a particular distal sensory individual. As Pylyshyn acknowledges, causal
processes by themselves are insufficient to determine referents because “all links [of a
causal chain] are equally part of the causal story” (p. 97). And Pylyshyn does not offer
an account of how to single out the referent of a FINST from the causal chain that
leads to its tokening, because “what determines the particular link in the causal chain
that has the predicated property… is one of the “big questions” about how reference
is naturalized and is beyond the scope of this monograph” (p. 96).
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Not aiming to resolve long-standing philosophical disputes in an empirical mono-
graph about early vision is fair enough. However, deferring to the unresolved
philosophical question of reference in a theory that aims to explain how the mind
connects to the world referentially is, at best, underwhelming. Deferring to an unre-
solved philosophical question is especially unfortunate in this case because there is a
tendency to employ FINSTs in current philosophical discussions of how the mind rep-
resents objects in the first place, suggesting that the issue has been resolved empirically
(e.g., Perner et al., 2015; Recanati, 2012).

Critically, Pylyshyn overlooks that a cognitive system need not structure its envi-
ronment into particulars (of whatever sort) at all, be them objects, proto-objects,
individuals, or sensory particulars. The empirical findings and the idea of a causal
dependency of FINSTs on what appears on the visual scene are compatible with FIN-
STs indexing feature patterns without thereby having or creating any sensitivity to
the identity criteria of sensory particulars—even under the restricted circumstances
enabling indexing and tracking. Without sensitivity to identity criteria, the visual sys-
tem cannot be said to track particulars of whatever sort. The FINST account could
just as well apply to the visual system of thinkers who do not come to structure their
environment into particulars at all.

A proponent of the FINST accountmight bite the bullet and concede that FINSTs do
not serve to structure a cognitive system’s environment into objects. After all, FINSTs
are not presented as explaining individuation in the full-blown sense. However, if
FINSTs are to fill the argument positions of predicates, they must refer to particular
things. Simply having a FINST tokened does not ensure that it is latched on to a
sensory particular or even the same sensory particular for as long as it is maintained.
The FINST account does not answer how the perceptual system determines whether
a FINST still latches on to the same sensory particular or whether it is to be replaced
by another FINST, latching on to another sensory particular. In terms of Pylyshyn’s
analogy: it must be ensured that the finger sticks to one and the same object for as
long as the same FINST is tokened. This requires sensitivity to objects’ individuation
criteria.

Note that figure-ground segregation and solving the correspondence problemare not
sufficient for the individuation of sensory particulars—even if this individuation only
is to succeed under the restricted conditions during which a figure is segregated from
the background and the visual system determines which aspect of the visual impres-
sion corresponds to which aspect of previous impressions. Figure-ground segregation
and solutions to the correspondence problem need only be sensitive to perceptual
similarities, to-be-expected feature patterns, and changes in sensory features. Thus,
segregating a figure from its background does not amount even to the momentary indi-
viduation of a sensory particular. No further account is offered for how the early visual
system is sensitive to sensory particulars’ identity criteria. As a result, the adduced
evidence shows that the early visual system is sensitive to feature patterns, but it need
not thereby individuate sensory particulars.

Pylyshyn (2007, p. 17 f.) argues that FINSTs index sensory particulars by directly
referring to them without relying on any of their properties or their location, much
in the way demonstratives in natural languages directly refer to objects. However,
the idea that FINSTs directly refer to sensory particulars much in the same way as
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demonstratives in natural languages refer to ordinary objects rests on a falsifying
simplification of the functioning of demonstratives. Even if we assume that demon-
stratives refer directly—in the sense that demonstrative reference does not rely on any
of the referent’s properties—demonstrative reference in natural language cannot be
understood simply on the model of an assignment of singular terms to objects similar
to a model-theoretic interpretation of a formal language. Structurally, the rules gov-
erning the use of demonstratives do not allow for a one–one correspondence between
singular terms and referents as the characteristic meaning postulate. The Russellian
idea that demonstrative uses create short-lived logical names (this1, this2, this3, …, cf.
Pylyshyn, 2007, p. 95) is incorrect. Demonstratives must be substituted for each other
in a speaker-position-specific way. Someone uses “this” correctly only if she knows
that she has to substitute “this” with “that” in another situation to pick out the same
object. This aspect of the meaning of demonstratives is not captured by an assignment
of individuals to uses of demonstratives, and it does not appear in the FINST account.
FINSTs are not substituted. This alone suggests that there are important differences
between FINSTs and demonstratives.

From the Tugendhat-inspired perspective of this article, the central characteristics
of demonstratives indeed explain how cognitive systems can refer to objects. But
it is their mutual substitutability that explains reference, not the fact that they refer
without relying on objects’ properties. Substitution is needed to individuate objects
because it provides the entrance to an intersubjective spatial coordinate system that
allows employing feature-independent identity criteria for objects. FINST indexes
do not exhibit the required pattern of substitutions, nor do they provide a spatial
coordinate system, or any other means, that would explain a perceptual/cognitive
system’s sensitivity to objects’ individuation criteria. As a result, the FINST account
cannot explain how the mind connects to sensory particulars in the first place.

5.2 Perceptual objectivity

Burge sets out to explain empirical objectivity, that is, to give an account of the "min-
imal constitutive conditions on objective representation of the physical environment"
(2010, p. 156). Throughout the book, it is argued that the primary form of objec-
tive representation occurs in perception. Traditional views of empirical objectivity by
Russell (1905), Strawson (1959), Evans (1982), Quine (1960), and Davidson (1963,
2001) are criticised by Burge as being individual-representationalist. In the analysed
accounts, it is assumed that representing an objective physical environment requires
the representation of individuation criteria for the objects that inhabit the environ-
ment. Individual-representationalist accounts understand objectivity as a conceptually
loaded, high-level cognitive capacity. For Burge, however, objectivity results from the
exercise of purely perceptual capacities that partly consist “in an ability to single out
bodies from a background, locating them in space, to perceive them in relation to other
bodies, and to track them over time" (p. 169). Perception “includes the capacity to
select individual things in one’s field of view, to reidentify each of them under certain
conditions as the same individual thing that was seen before, and to keep track of their
enduring individuality despite radical changes in their properties” (ibid., p. ix).
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Burge cites empirical evidence to the effect that many animals, including human
infants, parse their sensory impressions accordinglywithout possessing any conceptual
capacities thatwould provide themwith criteria for objective representation. InBurge’s
own words:

What is remarkable is how primitive the origins [of empirical objectivity] are.
Perception is the root objectivity and, I believe, the developmental and phylo-
genetic origin of genuine representation. Perception is shared by humanity with
many arthropods, reptiles, birds, and fish, and probably with all other mammals.
Perception is constitutively independent of capacities for propositional thought.
(2010, p. 548)

Burge’s account is based on the insight developed by Strawson (1959) that reference
to particular objects cannot entirely rest on descriptions and that demonstrative-like
reference has to underlie all forms of empirical objectivity. Following Strawson, Burge
concedes that it is plausible that a comprehensive spatial frame of reference provides
the identity criteria for physical objects. Burge argues, however, that this plausibility
does not carry over to the project of givingminimal conditions for empirical objectivity
and that no argument can be found either in Strawson or any of his heirs to the effect that
demonstrative-like reference to physical objects requires knowing any set of identity
criteria. Identity criteria for the objects referred to do not figure in Burge’s minimal
conditions for empirical objectivity.

At the same time, Burge acknowledges Strawson’s point that spatial relations are
critical for empirical objectivity:

It is, I think, impossible to represent bodies as such without being able to rep-
resent specific spatial properties and relations as such. And it is impossible to
have a conception of bodies as mind-independent without having some spatial
conceptions that one associates with those bodies (2010, p. 172).

However, according to Burge (2010), representing spatial relations as such need not
involve a conception of these relations. It is sufficient that the perceptual system oper-
ates under principles that we can describe as involving spatial relations. In particular,
"[i]n order to use perceptual concepts to distinguish bodies as same or different, [… i]t
is enough to be able to track sameness and difference of particular bodies perceptually,
and to incorporate this ability into a propositional structure…" (p. 170). Burge thinks
that this is shown by the observation that many animals that do not possess concept-
s—especially concepts of individuation criteria for physical objects—can nonetheless
perceive physical objects as such (ibid.).

Burge’s account of empirical objectivity is backed by the idea that to explain per-
ceptual or cognitive capacities, it is sufficient to describe these capacities as operating
"under principles that we can understand and use in explaining them” (p. 169, original
emphasis). The principles need not be understood by the being whose cognitive or
perceptual capacities we are trying to explain. "No general criteria or principles need
be represented, conceptualised, understood, or otherwise grasped, even implicitly"
(p. 170).

While one must concede that no such principles need be accessible to the cognitive
system, it is nonetheless the case that the principles employed to explain a cognitive
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or perceptual capacity must capture the structure of the cognitive or perceptual system
itself if that explanation is to be compelling. If the representational content attributed
in a psychological explanation is supposed to be explanatorily fruitful, it must make
a psychological difference. However, when a cognitive or psychological system is
explained in terms that only we understand, we run the danger of making an incongru-
ous ascription. To borrow a phrase Glock (2007) employed with a slightly different
intent: the risk is "that the rich mental idiom we employ has conceptual connections
that go beyond the phenomena to which it is applied". Attributing an ability to per-
ceive physical objects to many animals, including human infants, is potentially one
such case.

Let us introduce a distinction made by Hildebrandt et al. (2020) to make this point.
Cognitive systems describable by principles that we can understand as involving ref-
erence to physical objects without committing to an implicit or explicit grasp of these
principles by the cognitive system itself can be said to refer de re to physical objects.4

On the other hand, cognitive systems that implicitly or explicitly make the distinctions
characteristic of what we call reference to physical objects can be said to refer de dicto
to physical objects.

The distinction is analogous to the distinction between de re and de dicto attribu-
tions of propositional attitudes (Quine, 1956; Schwitzgebel, 2021) but generalised to
any cognitive explanation, including non-propositional cognitive systems. De dicto
attributions of cognitive capacities are intended to capture how a cognitive system
processes its input or structures its environment. The vocabulary used in de dicto
descriptions of cognitive capacities must capture the distinctions and transitions made
by the cognitive system in question. If no terms are yet available to capture a cognitive
system’s inner workings, new technical terms must be devised. De re descriptions of
cognitive capacities do not bear this commitment.

The problem with attributions of reference de re is that they are not explanatory of
how a cognitive system comes to behave in a certain way. De re descriptions can be
useful for a systematisation of behaviour and for making some kinds of predictions.
Nevertheless, attributions of de re reference do not capture the ’inner workings’ of a
system. If we are to explain how a cognitive system comes to structure its environment
into objects and their properties—even if we are merely after minimal conditions for
empirical objectivity—an account is needed that captures the way a cognitive system
structures its sensory input. We need an explanation of how de dicto reference is
possible.

Most importantly, by attributing reference de dicto to physical objects, one is
committed that the system makes all the distinctions and transitions characteristic
of someone who structures her environment into objects. Since objects have spa-
tiotemporal identity criteria, a system capable of reference to objects de dictomust be
sensitive to the spatiotemporal individuation criteria of physical objects. This is not to
say that these criteria must be accessible to the cognitive system. It is only to say that

4 Note that this use of “de re” differs sharply from Burge’s use of the term: “To be a de re state or attitude
is to bear a peculiarly direct epistemic and representational relation to a particular referent in perception or
thought” (Burge, 2009a). As we employ the term, it does not characterise any epistemic or representational
relation whatsoever. Our de dicto/de re distinction concerns the commitments we make in describing a
cognitive system.
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the cognitive system must be operating based on all relevant distinctions. It is not suf-
ficient that a cognitive system can distinguish what we call objects by their perceptual
features—a duck from a ball, say, or a green cube from a red one. Even sensitivity
to the relative stability of such feature patterns does not show that a system can refer
de dicto to physical objects. As argued above, as long as the system is not sensitive
to spatiotemporal identity criteria for physical objects, its perceptual capacities can
entirely be explained in terms of generalisations over feature patterns.

Burge seems to endorse that perceptual objectivity is to be understood de re (in our
sense of the term): it is sufficient to describe these capacities as operating "under prin-
ciples that we can understand and use in explaining them” (p. 169, original emphasis).
"No general criteria or principles need be represented, conceptualised, understood, or
otherwise grasped, even implicitly" (p. 170). At the same time, Burge holds that for a
cognitive system to individuate physical objects, it is enough that the perceptual sys-
tem can “track the sameness or difference of particular bodies perceptually” (Burge,
2010, p. 170). In our sense of the distinction, Burge attributes tracking sameness or
difference de dicto.

As noted,Burge thinks that spatial relations are critical for empirical objectivity and,
thereby, for the sameness or difference of particular bodies. Sameness or difference
of particular bodies can be tracked perceptually without representing or conceptualis-
ing the principles governing object individuation because, for Burge, spatiotemporal
continuity is an abstract repeatable (a property) akin to other fundamental properties
of objects like cohesion, boundedness, and solidity (Burge, 2010, p. 444).

However, Burge overlooks that spatiotemporal continuity is not an abstract repeat-
able that could be attributed to a particular. We take it that it is one of the central
difficulties of Burge’s account that he does not consider the fundamental difference
between spatiotemporal continuity and other properties of objects. If spatiotemporal
location is a property at all, it differs from all other properties of objects in that nomore
than one object could ever have the same property at the same time. At any moment,
all objects can be distinguished by this property. This is what we would usually call
identification. Other than all other common properties, spatiotemporal locations do
not classify. Objects can unequivocally be identified by their location in space and
time but not by any other property.

Moreover, spatiotemporal location is not perceptual. The place of a body (where
it is) is determined by the relations among places. Places have their identities relative
to a frame of reference and irrespective of the features that happen to be at a place.
From an ability to distinguish “places” by the features that happen to be at a place, no
sensitivity to the individuation criteria of places results.Deferring empirical objectivity
to an ability to track “spatiotemporal continuity” would, again, amount to a de re
attribution in our sense and would therefore lack explanatory import. As described
in Sect. 2, there are alternatives available that explain animals’ and infants’ abilities
to track what, for us, is the spatiotemporal continuity of bodies while respecting the
difference between spatiotemporal location and other properties and not making any
uncovered commitments concerning the implications of such attributions.

To recall, for feature-based thinkers, tracking "sameness of particular bodies"would
consist in attending to certain feature patterns (that we take to belong to bodies) and
having certain expectations about the changes such patterns might undergo. Such an
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organism would, in effect, track feature patterns in a way that, for us, looks a lot like
tracking objects. But in many cases in which bodies interact in unusual ways, such
an organism would have different (or perhaps no) expectations about feature changes
that would correspond to our expectations about the sameness or difference of bodies.
For such an organism, the question could not arise whether a specific feature pattern
is the same or not. Being able to consider whether an object is the same or not requires
spatiotemporal identity criteria. This is simply because the token identity of objects is
spatiotemporal.

In effect, token identity cannot be tracked based on similarities and differences in
an organism’s sensory input—as Burge seems to assume. Because objects’ identities
consist in their spatiotemporal positions, sameness can only be tracked by a cogni-
tive system sensitive to spatiotemporal identity criteria. Tracking sameness, therefore,
requires a feature-independent frame of reference that provides such identity criteria.

To sum up, Burge (2010) recognises the relevance of demonstrative-like reference
for empirical objectivity, which he takes to result from basic perceptual capacities.
To avoid too-high-level conceptual requirements for objectivity, Burge treats de re
ascriptions (in the sense of Glauer & Hildebrandt, 2021) of perceptual and cognitive
capacities to be explanatory. However, in de re ascriptions, no commitment to the inner
workings of a cognitive system is made. As a result, no explanation of how a cognitive
system comes to behave in a certain way can be given. Moreover, Burge overlooks
that spatiotemporal continuity should not be conceived of as an abstract repeatable
like other mundane properties of objects. Spatiotemporal continuity provides identity
criteria for objects and cannot be perceived based on patterns of similarity between
features and expectations about feature changes. It requires a spatiotemporal frame of
reference.

6 Summary and outlook

Following Tugendhat (2016/1976) and under the assumption that infants set out as
feature-based thinkers, we have argued that the acquisition of an inter-defined system
of deictic singular terms (spatial indexicals) is sufficient for the capacity of object
reference. The central idea is that the structure of term substitutions (this-for-someone
is that-for-someone-else) can be read back onto the feature patterns that are reachable
or non-reachable for speakers. By substituting “here” and “there” in the characteristic
way, places are ordered as nearer and further away according to different speakers’
“reachability distances” from attended-to features. As a result, places are individuated
in social interaction by their relative position in a feature-independent, symbol-based
spatial frame of reference.

We have then suggested that learning a spatial indexical term substitution sys-
tem might also be necessary for object individuation. We have discussed two
prominent attempts to explain object reference without recurrence to language capac-
ities—Pylyshyn’s FINST indexes (Pylyshyn, 2001, 2007) and Burge’s perceptual
objectivity (Burge, 2009b, 2010)—and argued that neither account succeeds. Pylyshyn
presupposes what is to be explained, namely the spatial individuation of particulars,
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and Burge illegitimately treats the individuation criteria of objects, namely their spa-
tiotemporal continuity, as perceptual features. The failure of these two prominent
accounts is diagnostic of the difficulties faced by non-linguistic accounts of object
cognition.

Similar to how the FINST account conceptualises the problem to be solved by the
cognitive system, it is common to assume that the main difficulty is figuring out how a
mental object representation is latched on to the object it represents. One could say that
the task is not to confuse objects. However, if we accept that the perceived environment
of a cognitive system is not already pre-structured into particulars, the problem is to
explain how the cognitive system structures its perceptual input into particulars in the
first place. The task is to figure out that there are selfsame entities that could be confused
at all. Because their spatial position individuates (physical) objects, object cognition
requires a spatial frame of reference. Burge (2010) saw that the problem of object
cognition is one of structuring the perceived environment according to spatiotemporal
continuities. He overlooked, however, that a spatial frame of reference cannot be
a perceptual feature. Throughout this article, we have argued that sensitivity to the
identity criteria of objects could not be obtained based on features alone and that
operating with a spatial frame of reference involves being able to pick out objects
independently of their features.

The failure of these two accounts does not yet show that acquiring a system of
inter-defined indexical terms is necessary for object reference. Realising that spa-
tial continuity is not a feature but depends on a spatial frame of reference, however,
suggests that a feature-independent identification of objects requires a symbolic pre-
sentation of spatial relations—irrespective of whether this requires language or not.
It would have to be laid out that only the internal relations between the elements of
a symbolic spatial frame of reference allow for the localisation of objects. To argue
for the necessity claim, one would have to analyse the symbolic content of any (min-
imal) spatial frame of reference and show that it corresponds to the structure of the
substitution system of inter-defined spatial indexicals. Alternatively, one could argue
against the Necessity Claim by showing that there is a non-symbolic route to singular
reference. A critical step in this argument would be to formulate a viable account of
individuation that does not involve a system of symbols but still provides abstract
spatial individuation criteria.
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